
FULL MINUTES OF THE 2 MAY 2019 MEETING 
 
Main speakers: 
M. Alexandre Giorgini / General Consul of France  
M. Bruno / Coordinator of AEFE for APAC 
M. David Tran / Headmaster  
  
Guests 
M. Damien Regnard / Senator for overseas French citizen 
M. Benoit Etienne / advisor for cultural cooperation and action 
M. Ian Clayton Proviseur / Headmaster International Stream 
Mme Christelle Riom / Deputy Headmaster French Section 
Mme Marie Roig / Head of primary FS JL & CW 
M. François-Guillaume Ducasse/ Head of primary TKO 
M. Arnaud Belhuerne / Deputy to headmaster FS TKO 
M. Andy Burt / teacher representative of IS teachers 
M. Christian Chasset / Consular councellor 
Mrs. Emilie Tran / Consular councellor 
Mrs. Catya Martin / Consular councellor, Asia Oceania elected member to AFE 
primary and secondary representative parents 
ADFE Association 
 
Board members present in their quality of parents 
The Chairman of the board has declined our invitation in the name of the board. 
The following members were present in their quality of parents. 
Nicolas Morineaux, Severine Teisseire, Yves Bernard, Emmanuel Pitsilis, Caroline Simon-Michel,  
Also present the two board members who recently resigned : Isabelle Chabrat et Hend Lemenager  
 
The meeting started around 19:15 and finished at 22:00. 
 
Rules reminded by the moderators: 

● Let the guests talk and the people ask questions  
● Answers will be translated by the moderator into English 
● Questions on 3 themes answered by the speakers then answers to audience’s questions             

(21:00 to 22:00) 
● Questions remained unanswered due to time constraints can be passed to speakers with the              

help of LFIaction for answer upon their respective availabilities  
● This summary has been vetted by the speakers  

  
Objectives 

● Provide answers or precisions to questions that were partially answered, not answered or             
should be debated 

● Complement the webminars following the requests of some parents for a multilateral            
physical debate with the whole FIS community 

● Provide answers to the parents interested by the subject:  
● Respond to parents interested by the subject : 5565 views on LFI Action website, 70               

questions raised  
● Deal with essential issues 

 
 
 

 



Education/ Pedagogy 
 

1. Some parents have expressed their frustration regarding what the FIS is proposing for             
language learning. Does the AEFE has a particular policy in this matter and would the               
partnership or new convention offer some alternatives on this point ? For example, does              
the AEFE has a specific recommendation in teaching English (OIB, bilingual) or local             
language ? 
 
 
Mr Valery: Language teaching is an important topic, since the AEFE pedagogical project is              
to promote multilingualism and multiculturalism. This requires to teach the host country            
language to pupils. Within the network of the 496 AEFE’s schools, 77 languages are              
taught. 
The educational project is carried out with the support of the Agency: the circulars              
express some recommendations but each school has the responsibility to define its own             
project.  
There is therefore no link with the choice of status (convention or partnership) for its               
educational choices that are the responsibility of the school community. 
The school project is voted by the School Council (Editor’s note: Victor Segalen Council at               
FIS). The language policy is one of the  elements of the school project. 
The AEFE acknowledges the significance of languages, particularly in Hong Kong where            
the environment is competitive.  
The French Ministry of Education promotes international sections which can take           
different forms depending on the bilateral agreements between France and the host            
country. Those sections lead to an option at the Baccalaureat. In Asia, the objective is to                
promote the English, American and Chinese section in all schools. Asia is indeed ahead of               
the rest of the network in this matter. 

 

2. What does the notion of academic excellence for a French school like us and what are                
the strengths and weakness of the FIS in the matter ? 
 
Mr Tran: The overall excellence of a school is not only an academic excellence (marks,               
performances, rankings….) which can be a genuine source of stress for the students.  
The academic excellence is only serving the education excellence which is wider and             
allows the school to fulfill its mission. 
The school mission is to follow all the kids from kindergarten to the Baccalaureate, a               
journey where they need to be able to express their full potential. 
The mission of the school is to foster different types of encounters: with knowledge, with               
culture, with people and with a future. Encounters made possible by the developments             
of projects and partnerships. 
This mission must obviously take into accounts the homologation constraints of the            
French Section and International Section that we cannot mix the curriculum. But as soon              
as it is possible with the teachers, we do it (Maths or Latin contests in the 2 streams). 
The FIS enables more encounters that in any other school in France and the AEFE               
network. The primary strength of FIS is the diversity of its people coming from multiple               
horizons but also its capacity to accompany all students in their educational choices. 
For this reason, FIS hosts meetings with 36 universities in connection with British Council              
(50% of the students decide to pursue their graduate studies abroad including 25% in the               
UK)  to assist them. 

 



FIS also benefits, thanks to the Board, from exceptional human and material resources             
which enable our teachers to teach in excellent conditions. 
The success of school’s mission also relies on the trust and the expertise recognition of               
each other. 
The weaknesses of the FIS are essentially the result of a short-term vision, of immediate 
return on experience without giving ourselves the time for in-depth analysis; we are in 
the spontaneity and wish to have quick answers: as soon as we do something, we want 
to know immediately if it is the right choice. We must apply to ourselves the pedagogy of 
learning from our mistakes: it is an approach that leaves room for initiative, analysis and 
the possibilities of rectifying mistakes. It is in this spirit that children learn at the BIA. 
 

3. Can you tell us more about the possible synergies between the International stream and              
French streams ? Do you have some specific projects where these 2 streams can better               
work together ? Does the actual frame and organization of the FIS enables you to               
develop such potential projects ? 
 
Mr Tran: First, please allow me to explain the decision process which is aiming to               
improve the current synergies. 
 
Based on the findings made by the professors, proposals are made with the support of 
the management team. Changes or changes are then presented to the different school 
councils, secondary school council, etc.). These projects are put in place, improved and 
then evaluated again internally 
 
As an example, based on this reasoning, we can cite the immersif bilingual as a response                
to this potential synergie: how can we work jointly more for the benefit of the pupils of                 
the 2 streams ? to make them be more often together ? 
This observation has led the previous teams to launch the immersif bilingual still taking              
into account the requirements of the French Ministry of Education by finding some             
bridges to enable the pupils to be more often together, to be side by side. The immersive                 
bilingual has enabled a double revelation: the children are part of the same “villa” and               
adopt a new behaviour, the teachers from the 2 streams work collaboratively. This             
altered the vision of each others. Actually teachers are looking forward attending            
meetings on this topic, since they feel a common sense of belonging. These projects do               
not originate from the AEFE or from any other authorities but directly from initiatives              
and expertises in the school. 

 
Mr Clayton: Opportunities do exist despite campus can make things different. Weekly            
meetings are organised on this topic. There are many projects between the two streams              
in sciences and art on Jardine’s campus for instance. We can also cite for Blue Pool’s                
campus, the sports teams, the theatre festival, the MUN, and the mathematics            
olympiads, sewing. The limits to the implementations of these synergies are constraints            
linked to the building, schedules and programs, especially when students grow older and             
have less time available for these projects. The 2 curriculums are by definition different.              
We have to make sure that they are delivered as per their respective standards. As soon                
as we are aware of this, we can work together. We appreciate we can work together. 

 
Governance 
 

 



4. It seems that there is a blur and hard point to understand for most of the parents on the                   
role and functioning of the Victor Segalen Council with the other governing bodies of the               
school. The nature of this relation seems to be very important because its roles seems to                
be essential to guarantee the pedagogical independence crucial for the homologation           
and future of the FIS ?  

Can you explain the role & functioning of the VS council and tell us what is your analysis                  
of the impact of the 2 models, partnership and new convention, on this relationship ? 

 
Mr Tran: The School Council is compulsory and required for homologation. It is             
mandatory either in partnership or in convention. 
Within FIS, it is named Victor Segalen Council and has been adapted to HK context               
because of the inclusion of the International Section. The council is composed of             
members of the Direction, elected members (parents, teachers, students, staff) and           
represents the whole school community. 
 
What can the council do? It is responsible for the proper pedagogical and educational              
operations, vote the way the programmes are run, vote the internal regulations on             
pedagogy, the school calendar…. 
 
What is it prohibited to do? It cannot take any decisions related to hiring administrative               
staff and teachers, cannot decide de change the level of pupils per class, cannot manage               
the buildings and has no ability on financial matters which are under the responsibility of               
the Board 
Naturally, the two are tied: if teachers want to add an option to the pedagogical offer,                
the board must agree and authorise financing of the education project. If the Board has a                
vision with a project like increasing the number of pupils in school, this implies a               
pedagogical project to welcome such new pupils that must be approved by the VS              
Council. There must have a dialogue between the VS Council and the Board.  
 
Mr Valery: the VS Council is then a pedagogic body required by the homologation. The               
homologation gives a certain number of rules. It describes in particular the fact that we               
have to follow the rules of “pedagogic” governance of the school whatever the             
partnership or convention. The pedagogical bodies make the community talk and agree            
around the school project. 

 
5. The project of the new convention states that the strategic plan is defined by the Board. 

This plan should “take into consideration the profile of the community of the FIS, its 
expectations in matter of language and subjects taught, university demand for the 
pupils” 

The Board stated that one of the reason for recommending the partnership is the need               
for smoothing the process of definition and implementation of the strategic plan,            
including the school project “project d’établissement” (pedagogic angle). What is your           
opinion?  

 
Mr Valery: The 14th article of the new convention states that the board is responsible for                
the definition of a strategic vision for the school development and the means to develop               
it. The school project is an educational act which is decided by the school community and                
voted at the Victor Segalen Council. This project has to take into account and thought in                

 



regards of the strategic plan. The strategic plan comes before the definition of the school               
project which is partly a declination of the of the strategic plan.  

 
Nota: Mrs. Caroline Simon-Michel, attending as a parent to the meeting, wished to react              
since she had to leave earlier. The moderator reminded the format of the meeting in               
order ask, via Mrs. Teisseire her to wait for the second part of the meeting for her                 
questions.  

 
6. Another point which was very controversial during the past weeks is the recruiting 

procedure of the AEFE headmaster and the teachers. One of the reasons for 
recommending the partnership is to have more autonomy and control on this matter (by 
the Board). The AEFE, during the talks for the new convention, did not accept some of 
the Board’s requests. Can you please clarify the reasons of these rejections, if any ? and 
remind us the differences on this specific point between partnership and new 
convention? 

 
Mr Valéry : The inner principle behind the convention is for the French State to provide                
to the school financial and human resources. In the article 15 (and 6) of the new                
convention, it is stated that the AEFE will choose the best possible of the headmasters,               
the deputy and the teachers to put them a the disposal of the FIS. On the appointment of                  
the headmaster, the AEFE has evolved a lot for schools like HK, Singapore or Shanghai               
(these latter have signed the new convention). The appointment of the headmaster is a              
crucial point in the talks of recent signing of convention. The AEFE has taken the decision                
to work closely with Board and the process is made in dialogue with the Board. 
It is the responsibility of the AEFE to appoint with the help of French Ministry of                
Education’s services who are in charge of the recruitment process by identifying the             
people having direction level and selecting them through interview. 
Where the AEFE has decided to improve the recruitment process, it is on the definition of                
the job description and the profile required in coordination with the Board. Once we              
have chosen the best candidate, he is introduced to the Board and General Consul to               
have their views before all final decision. It is an exceptional measure applied to 5               
schools (including HK) on 155 in the world. 
Last specific point, the AEFE director can validate the recruitment after agreement of the              
General Consul who gives his opinion after discussing with the Board. Then we sit              
together with the General Consul and the Board to define and validate together the              
letter of assignment and the objectives of the headmaster. This letter of assignment is              
evaluated all along the duration of the contract with the board. 
In case of partnership, it the Board alone who will recruit the headmaster without              
needing AEFE input. To my personal opinion, it would be hazardous to not give this  
recruitment to a specialized recruitment agency.  

 
7. Another question, also very discussed, is the possibility for the FIS to shift back to 

convention after few years of partnership ? Can you give us a clear answer on this point 
and if not possible or difficult what would be the reasons? 
 
Mr Valéry : the answer is pretty simple. The convention states that the AEFE provides               
human and financial means. As soon as the FIS terminates a convention, the AEFE will               
repatriate all the resources provided to the school (expatriate, residents and support            
staff).  Those positions will be either canceled or disseminated to other schools. 
If a convention is terminated, the shift back for a school of the size of the the FIS would                   
be impossible. 

 



Since the launch of the new convention by the AEFE, only 2 schools have moved from                
convention to partnership: the CBFL (College Bilingue Francais de Londres) for which it             
was known from inception that the status would evolve after one year, and the Calgary               
school, with less than 400 students, since 2018. There are some exceptional cases of              
suspension when the resident or expatriate staff of AEFE must be repatriated (notably in              
the case of war), as in Damas or Bangui  recently. 
There is no examples of going back to convention. 
 

8. To Mr. The General Consul, can you remind us what is your role in the Board and shed 
some lights for us for the one who question your presence in the board? 
 

 
M. Le Consul was kind enough to provide his written speech which we have translated below.  
 
The Consulate General represents 1 out of 13 votes on the board of directors: its presence is                 
therefore more symbolic than decision-making. It is a historic choice that was made at the               
time of the creation of the school and the definition of its governance - choice of governance                 
which belongs to the general assembly and which can naturally evolve within the framework              
of a change of the model of governance, if aspirations existed in this direction. 
 
I will answer your question about this presence, which I think is useful, in two stages: 
 
I. First in the practice of the present: 
 
The consul general is not a member of the board of directors like the others: he is not elected,                   
but sits intuitu personae as consul general. His presence is in my opinion justified by 2                
essential missions: 
 
1) The basic mission of a consulate is to look after the security interests of the French                 
community. The FIS is part of our security plan. It's not something anecdotal. Every day,               
thanks in particular to the links we have established with the local authorities and law               
enforcement, we contribute to the resolution of problems that may arise; 
 
2) the second mission of the consulate is to do everything possible to have a solid 
establishment that allows in the long term to ensure the public service of education, primarily 
for the benefit of the children of the French community, but also in integrating foreign 
students (our educational system contributes to the cultural influence of France). 
 
If we take a step back, if we strive to have a strategic vision, I always said that the debate                    
"partnership or convention" was important, but perhaps not the most important. Maintaining            
or changing status does not solve everything. It is not a “Big Day” announcing a new uplands                 
of progress and solve all the problems. But there are other debates that can not be ignored and                  
that are just as essential: governance; security ; the development of a strategic plan, which is                
the responsibility of the board of directors, and a school project, which is the responsibility of                
the educational directorate; reflection on the positioning of the LFI in a hyper-competitive             
Hong Kong educational universe; why is there not a small section of kindergarten, while this               
1st stage of the school path makes it possible to retain the public very early? 
 
This role of the consulate, we have concretely declined in several ways in recent months: 

 



 
1) facilitating relations with the AEFE. We have always played the go-between, including 
explaining to the AEFE some requests from the Board of Directors and the specifics of Hong 
Kong. Thanks to our efforts, the FIS file has been processed at the AEFE directly at the level 
of the Director of the Agency. This dynamic made it possible to transmit a new proposal for a 
convention on 11 January; 
 
2) by helping to establish a real debate and the flow of information. One of the duties of a                   
consulate is to ensure that, on major issues, transparent and objective information reaches the              
French community. This is what I am doing tonight by being among you and responding to                
your invitation - not being able to ignore a petition signed by nearly 600 parents of pupils or a                   
meeting organized spontaneously, without recourse to outside consultants, by parents          
volunteers; 
 
3) Beyond, let's be precise and get back to the facts. A decision was initially to be made by the 
board of directors in January. I felt it was necessary to draw attention to the method and to 
have a real debate. I did this by writing a letter to the chairman of the board of directors in 
mid-January to make the most of the approach that seemed to me the most effective: the 
decision - convention or partnership - must not only be legal (in this case the board of 
directors has all the power to decide alone) but, in the case of such an important issue for the 
future of the FIS, legitimate. What does that mean ? Not unanimity because it is impossible 
between the parents of 2,700 children. But that a majority of parents can be recognized, to 
ensure a solid decision that allows the establishment to be in working order for the next few 
years. It is a concern for efficiency. A new calendar has been defined. On April 3, it allowed a 
process for parents to vote and decide at the May 23 General Assembly. It's better from my 
point of view, because the haste is not necessarily better counselor (for the record, I recall that 
we're talking about a decision on the status that would come into effect at the start of the 
school year 2020). 
 
Since then, I understand that the timetable has changed again, since the board of directors               
decided on April 27 - at a meeting convened on April 26 - to anticipate this vote as of May 13                     
and to proceed with electronic means. 
 
II. What prospects for the future? : 
 
The French Republic is secular and the Consulate General, whose priority is to guarantee a               
long-term solid FIS, is agnostic. There are excellent arguments, which I hear, on both sides.               
It's also a question of personal sensitivity. Our line is to trust the intelligence of parents, who                 
will know what is the best status to ensure the effectiveness of the institution. 
 
But it is wrong to say that everything is worth and that the choice is indifferent. In each of the                    
3 Association Statutes with the AEFE (direct management, convention, partnership), there are            
rights and obligations that differ. This applies to relations between the establishment and the              
AEFE - but also for relations with the Consulate General. It is not me who says it, it is the                    
texts in force, and in particular the code of education. 
 
Depending on the choice that will be made, the role of the consulate is not intended to 
disappear - that is not the question - but to adapt. It will always remain essential on security 
issues. 

 



 
1) Direct management: as the name suggests, the diplomatic or consular post is expected to               
play a leading role; 
 
(2) Convention: the head of the diplomatic or consular post is the signatory, together with the                
chairman of the board of directors, of the convention. The texts expressly provide for the               
delegation of public services - which justifies the delegation of resources by the State and its                
departments. This is what the text that refers to, the code of education says. In Hong Kong,                 
under the current system, the Consul General is recognized as the natural interlocutor by the               
local authorities and the EDB, with whom we are very close. This is the role we played on the                   
new site of Tseung Kwan O by giving the school capital sympathy with local authorities that                
the consulate has built. This is not neutral: in a context of strong competition for real estate                 
international schools, we got one of the best land available. This was made possible by the                
work of the Board and the support we have received from the Government and the               
relationships we have built with the Chief of the Executive, which we see regularly and who                
accepted our invitation to participate in the inauguration ceremony of November 30 - this visit               
was very impressed and she told me regularly. 
 
3) Partnership: This is a status that corresponds to the certification framework. According to 
the texts, there is no delegation of public services - and therefore no automatic provision of 
State resources. A partnership agreement is signed directly between the chairman of the board 
of directors and the director of the AEFE in Paris, not with the head of the diplomatic or 
consular post. In Hong Kong, this does not mean that the Consulate General would lose 
interest in high school - but its intervention or support would no longer be automatic for a 
simple reason: the role of natural representative of the institution vis-à-vis the authorities 
would be vested in this configuration, to the chairman of the board of directors. Our approach 
would be largely consular and focused on the issue of settlement security and the integration 
of the four FIS sites into our security plan. 
 
Would that fundamentally change things? I do not know, and it's up to the parents to answer                 
that question. I share with you my diplomatic analysis. The natural horizon of the student               
parent is the baccalaureate of children. The natural horizon of the diplomat, in Hong Kong, is                
a little longer: it is the one where we are getting closer each year to the end of the transition                    
period planned for 2047. And as everywhere in the world, the stakes Educational programs              
are eminently political (there has been talk for several weeks of a bill on the introduction of                 
the Chinese national anthem into schools). Like everywhere in the world, real estate issues are               
also very political. 
 
These are considerations that I invite you to take into account also in your reflection - even 
though they may appear to you to be less immediate and more abstract than the 
considerations, first for parents, that are the financial balance of the establishment or the 
debates on pedagogy. 
 
Finances 
 

9. A very important point is often mentioned by the parents about the finances of the FIS                
and specifically on the stability of the school fees. The Board has confirmed many times               
that the changes to partnership regarding headcount will be done without any extra-cost             

 



(for parents’ school fees). Would you mind sharing with us how many schools have              
shifted from convention to partnership and if you have the return on experience             
especially on the school fees matter for schools similar to FIS? 
 
Mr Valéry : It is difficult to share feedback as the 2 I have in mind are not comparable to                    
FIS: CFBL (see above) and Calgary subsidised by the Alberta government. For Calgary, the              
increase of school fees is nearly identical to the year before. 
I also looked at another element following a question from some teachers. The AEFE              
regroups 496 schools of which 269 in partnership. Among these 13 have more than 2000               
students: 8 in Lebanon, 1 in Luxemburg (supported by the Luxemburg State), 3 in              
Casablanca one of which depends from the French laic mission and 2 belonging to private               
investors competing with the Moroccan system. 
 
Amended a posteriori comment from Mr. Valery: it is not 17 but 13 schools in 2018/2019                
who are in partnership and have more than 2,000 pupils: 9 in Lebanon, 1 un Dubai, 1 in                  
Luxemburg, 3 in Morocco, 1 in Tunis and 2 in Abidjan. 
 
One school has transitioned from direct management by AEFE to partnership (St            
Petersburg, 40 students) with a private investor. 
Between 2015 and 2018, in the network, there was a decrease of 2 schools in convention                
and 2 in direct management by AEFE and the creation of a dozen of new schools in                 
partnership. There is no general trend from convention to partnership. 

 

10. In spite of the presence in the new convention of the article 20 stating that the FIS                 
should be beneficiary or at least neutral in its financial relationship with the AEFE, some               
parents are still worried about the potential evolution of the FIS contribution to the AEFE               
in the future. Can you explain what is the article 20 of the new convention and share                 
with us some answers considering the perception from parents on the lack of visibility of               
AEFE future means and resources? 
 
Mr Valéry : Let us remember that, articles 14 and beyond of the new convention are                
specific to Hong Kong and negotiated with the Board and the Consul for the orderly               
operation of FIS. Articles 1 to 13 are common to all schools under the convention model.                
Article 20 relates to the financial relationship between FIS and the AEFE and is therefore               
specific.  
It results from a public accounting rule that states that the resources provided by the               
French State to the school must be greater than the contributions from the school. This               
translates in the financial relations with FIS, to a systematic advantage in favour of the               
school. Every year, the financial relationship has always been positive for FIS as for any               
other school. 
Article 20 provides anyway a yearly analysis to set the financial contribution of the              
school. 
For the last 5 years, without accounting for the AEFE to the TKO project and the                
scholarships, the AEFE has contributed and still contributes up to 1000-1300 Euros per             
student and per year. Those figures are audited by the French Cour des Comptes. 
The AEFE is currently waiting for the French State plan for the development of the               
network of international schools. This plan should be made public at the beginning of              
July and will grant visibility for the next 3 years on the AEFE budget and therefore on the                  
contribution from the FIS. 

 

 



Questions/Answers 
 
Statement from Mrs Teisseire: On education, I would like to clarify certain points             
mentioned by the speakers. On the school project, I agree with Mr Valery that it needs to                 
be articulated with the strategic plan. I thank the Consul for his comment on the Small                
Section but it is not correct that we can open a class due to limited capacity. 
 
Statement from Mr Tran: we are authorized to open Small Section classes on the sites of                
TKO and JL 
 
Answer from Mrs Teisseire: For JL, we cannot because of the upcoming works estimated              
for 4-5 years which makes it impossible to open a Small Section class. 
In response to M. the Consul comment about the TKO land granted by the government:               
this was not because of political intervention that we got TKO but because we offered a                
greater ratio of local students (98% of non HK passport holders). 
 
Question from Mrs Teisseire: There is no school project. Why? 
 
Mr Tran : The school project does exist but is not in line with the vision. It must be                   
updated. We voted on a vision last year but did not communicate enough on it. We were                 
supposed to work on the school project but other issues prevented us to work on it.                
Specifically, the school project exists for the whole primary section and is up to date. 
 
Question from a parent: Can you confirm the policy to increase the AEFE’s network while               
keeping budget constant? 

 
Mr Valéry: There is currently a broad reflection on the development of teaching French              
abroad in general (target to increase by 2 the number of pupils by 2030). Some dialogues                
are on-going, some reports have been requested. I do not know at this stage what will                
come out. The announcements will occur early July. 
 
Question from a parent : I am very very satisfied by FIS and I believe that this school has                   
proved itself for years. No school is perfect but my kids benefit from a guarantee in the                 
current system. Myself, I am the headmaster of a kindergarten and am experiencing             
difficulties to recruit skilled local staff. What skill does the board have to choose the               
headmaster if we transition to partnership? On what criterias, will the 13 people             
composing the board rely on to choose the headmaster, the directors for the primary              
section and qualitative teachers in a transparent manner? 
 
Mr Valéry : Among the schools in partnership status in APAC for which I have feedback                
only 3 lead to Baccalaureat in Asia, including Taipei and Bali. For the Bali school, the                
school started with small number of pupils and the choice was made to select a school                
director. One of the parents had indeed the necessary skill to be selected as school               
director. However, this school is not comparable to FIS as it started with 30 students. In                
most of the other schools in partnership, they can benefit from investors familiarity with              
Education and have the necessary skills and networks to decide on a school head. In the                
case of the FIS, I do not know the choice made by the Board, but it would be rather                   
difficult to do it without a proper recruiting firm. 

 

 



Mr The consul : FIS’s board is comprised of members who have strong personalities and               
have undeniable skills in their fields. This Board works as volunteer. The problem is the               
segregation of responsibilities.  
How do you guarantee that a board focuses on strategy not on micro-management.             
What are the feedback actions that will bring the questions relating to governance to the               
parents? The essential debate is to have an efficient management for FIS which has              
turned into a huge school in few years. The issue is not the Board’s composition but the                 
segregation of responsibilities. 
 
Question from a parent : I myself work in an international school in Hong Kong. This                
school has no convention with the AEFE and is run by its board. Yet, it is functioning very                  
well. The school’s board work with consulting firms, has an education vision and a              
strategy. In partnership, would FIS do worse than now? 
  
Luc Moulin (moderator) : This school has no link with AEFE, and it cannot be compared                
with FIS’s situation which is a French international school. 
 
M. Tran : The answer is on the safeguards versus the requests of the community who                
does not necessarily have the expertise. As an example, regarding the questioning of the              
immersive bilingual cursus, we came back with several different proposals.  
The (keeping) of a bilingual education at hourly parity (50% of the time given in English) 
could have been implemented differently, but for financial constraints, the proposal that 
was retained was to keep 2 professors who alternate every other day. So there is not 
only one possible formula. It should be recognized that some educational choices are 
dictated by financial constraints. 
 

 
Question from a parent : The international section represents 33 to 35%? What are the               
benefits for this section in the new convention?  
 
Mr Valery : At FIS’s inception, corporates and parents wanted a French school. Hong              
Kong authorities requested the creation of an international stream. This is a rather             
unique model where the two streams coexist with bridges. I never heard a parent              
questioning the fact that FIS supports the growth of the International Section and this is               
not a problem for the AEFE. Since the creation of FIS, the soundness of the French                
support for the international section has never been questioned. The resources provided            
by the AEFE and the French state to the French section also benefiting to the               
international section due to their coexistence, especially for real estate matters without            
making any difference. 
The old convention did not mention the International Section. We wanted, with the             
board, to clarify the current operation of the International Section. The International            
Section, on the educational front is autonomous and independent from the School Head             
Mr Tran. For the overall operation, it is necessary to have one school head who can                
organise the schedules and the students’ activities (timetable). We explain and describe            
the current situation. 

 
Question from a parent : This is all very complex for me. My feeling is that we are here                   
for a certain period of time. FIS is a big machine with proven capacity. I feel that my kids                   
benefit from the education at FIS. I think you should not change a team which works                
well. I am a parent and am globally satisfied by FIS but I have the feeling my voice will not                    

 



be heard. My fear is to give 100% power to the Board. My question is: do we have the                   
power to say anything? Will my vote be taken into account? 
 
Luc (moderator): The board indicated that the electronic vote will be binding and that              
the vote will be transcribed into a resolution at the general meeting. Let’s trust what has                
been said.  
 
Question from a parent: The AEFE claims the net contribution is positive the last few               
years and represents Eur 1000-1300 per student. Yet, the board explained that the             
transition will be iso-cost, or I understood that under the new convention, the net              
contribution will be systematically positive in favour of FIS. What is the exact situation? 
 
Mr Morineaux (board’s treasurer and present as a parent) : The conclusion of a transition               
at “iso cost” comes from the employer’s charges paid for resident teachers. The amount              
paid for employer’s charges will enable to pay the salary differential in local contracts.              
The figures provided by Mr Valery are audited by the French Cour des Comptes. Those               
for FIS are audited by KPMG.  
 
Mr Valéry : There is no contradiction on the net positive contribution to the AEFE in                
favour of FIS and this analysis. The employer’s charges and contributions to residents and              
expatriates’ pensions that are not charged to FIS, would not be paid under local contracts               
and are therefore not taken into the board’s computation. What I and Nicolas are saying               
is true. 
Beyond this positive contribution, we also need to stress the AEFE solidarity principle.             
The agency will support, in adverse conditions, the schools under convention within the             
network as currently happening for Caracas. This happened for the Tokyo school, which             
following the 2011 tsunami, lost a substantial amount of students. The AEFE supported             
the school up to Euros 5 mln for the period until it recovers a sufficient number of                 
students to be economically viable. 
 
Question from a parent: My concern is that the school needs to be 100% ready for the                 
Baccalaureate reform. In case of changing to partnership, what will be the impact for the               
implementation of the high school reform? What are the risks of departure of teachers? 
 
Mr Tran : The reform will start in 2019 until 2020-21. A lot of teachers are completely                 
invested in the implementation of this reform and are ready. The risk of departure of the                
teachers who are in charge of a specialty is real (in case of change to partnership, some                 
may no be able to continue working here). Beyond this, the change of status will be an                 
additional source of concern if the convention will be terminated as they will have to               
make important decisions for their own future.  
 
Question from a parent : What are the breaking points that led the board to recommend                
a switch to partnership? Why the switch and why now? Why points proposed by the               
Board were rejected by the AEFE?  
 
Mr Valéry : The new convention model was adopted by the AEFE’s board in 2015 with                
the association representing the students’ parents (who sit at the AEFE board). The             
intention was to clarify the division of tasks and responsibilities, no changes, no             
revolution, just a rewriting of the old convention model from 2002. Legal frameworks             
have been changed, hence the need for a new convention model. When I joined in APAC                
in 2015, 13 schools were under the old convention model, and one had signed the new                

 



one (this was normal as the model had just been adopted). Currently, 13 schools on the                
14 under convention in APAC have signed. Out of 155 schools under convention in the               
world, approximately 100 (but I am not very sure of this figure) have already signed. The                
old convention remains in force until the new one is signed. 
 
Among the disputed points, these are 3 main ones: 

1. The board wants to chose the school head 
2. The board wants the residents to be evaluated by FIS’ head of human resources              

and not by the school head only as it is the case in all the schools under                 
convention 

3. The board wants an evaluation right of the school project which is inherently             
about education/pedagogy, project defined and adopted following the rules         
priorly explained. 
 

Question from a parent: What is the visibility for FIS’s contribution for the coming years?               
Under convention or in partnership? What are the safeguards that may prevent such a              
radical evolution of the school fees? If 2% in partnership, can this change? 
 
Under convention, the normal contribution is 6% levied on the fees of 94% of the French                
section students (5.64%). This contribution was raised to 9% in 2018 and decreased to              
7.5% in 2019. The 9% fee was caused by a budget cut in 2017 and resulted in an                  
exceptionnel cash contribution from the French international schools in the network as a             
solidarity call within the network. It is forecasted to come back to 6% as of 2020 (strong                 
pledge by the AEFE’s head) but no certainty. As previously discussed, the AEFE is waiting               
for the French State plan for the development of the network of French schools abroad.               
This plan will be made public in July and will grant visibility for the next 3 years for the                   
AEFE, the FIS’ contributions and globally to all schools. 
In partnership, the contribution is 2% calculated on 100% of the (homologated) French             
section’s school fees. It is normally stable. On the 2%, I cannot comment. When              
partnership agreements were originally set up, some were 1% others were 2%. Since last              
year, they are all 2%. 
 
Question from a parent: Do you think the International Section is truly independent and              
that there are not enough bridges? Do you think that the current governance has an               
impact on the collaboration between the French and International section. Do you            
expect changes if there is a switch to partnership 
 
Mr Tran: We have potential for huge improvement. We can implement as many projects              
as we want but we must stay within the two homologation frameworks. If we have a new                 
project, we can do it. For instance, this year, a new maths’ head joined us in the                 
International section and I requested his colleague of the French section that he finds              
projects on which they can all work together. In my opinion, whatever convention or              
partnership, the possibilities of cooperation and collaboration between the 2 streams           
remain identical. 

 
Mr Clayton: We try to work together. We have successes and do work together for the                
best. I do not anticipate major changes as how the sections will work together. I do not                 
have a clear vision of convention or partnership. But, whichever the decision, we will              
work together for the good of the pupils. All I want is a swift resolution and to know what                   
we have to do. For us, independently of the decision, we will be with the education team                 
100% behind the school for the success of our students. After the vote, there should not                

 



be winners or losers, but realistically by experience, it will take a long time to heal                
wounds probably over 3 years. The community and the pedagogical team need a swift              
decision. It is time to decide and move forward as the decision process is blocked. 
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